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Editorial
Pauline de Snoo (PS)

Unfortunately Peter Dyson was in a car accident
and his review of another cd by Rob Harbron has
been delayed until next time. Of course the ICA
wishes him a speedy recovery.

This time on request we are once again experimenting with the
music supplement. You will find four tunes donated by Alistair
Anderson and which were used during the workshop on the day of
the AGM. They are A4 size but you will need to extract them from
the center pages. The former music supplements in A5 size are and
have always been available on request in A4 pdf via email to the
editor.
I would like to hear from more readers how they feel about the
music supplement. Into consideration needs to be taken that there
is copyright on lots of music and at the same time there are many
websites that offer heaps of free sheet music, also folk tunes, that I
even wonder if it is worth printing the tunes. Then of course there
are many good tune books that are being sold and does the ICA
want to compete with those that make a living by selling their
music? Any opinions and considerations for the commitee from the
readers are welcome. Do mail me.

The new committee has had their first meeting recently and has
several items to work on. Things are looking good and you will be
kept informed in this magazine.

Please do mail ideas, material, comments and anything you think
important or worthwhile.

Enjoy.
Pauline

        Next deadline is 15 August 2016.
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VIRTUAL FOLK CLUB 4   with MC Paul Walker.

Tonight’s guest is again Brian Peters,
traditional folk singer and well-respected
anglo concertina and melodeon player. Tutor
once again at this year’s Swaledale Squeeze.

PW: We seem to have Old Glory nailed above the
bar, so not all of the US contingent have hit the road. Indeed
opening the second half with some tasty electric guitar is Shine
Boulder and "Good As The Rain"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mwuvZGnyw6o&list=PLelXnIcS
hGUotaLPCd0dawkdfE0kcFK_W&index=10

PW: So what do you think about the genre Americana Brian?

BP: I've never been entirely sure what it is, to be honest.  Seems to
be singer-songwriter stuff in a country-ish vein, or am I wrong?
Perhaps not my cup of tea, though that was some nice guitar
picking.

PW: I hadn’t realised till I searched Wikipedia that the term is
linked to a quite specific musical period (mid 90s for all the
musicologists).Contemporary music that has a flavour of American
roots I thought - which covers an enormous field: from Pete Seeger,
to Commander Cody and of course those guys that backed Dylan on
mandolin, accordion and horns at the basement at the Big Pink.
Which brings us to your first choice Brian:

Levon Helm: Deep Ellum Blues
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-o54AKyNDAo

BP: Actually I think this counts as 'Americana'... if so, I take back
everything about it not being my cup of tea.  Levon  Helm, who
used to be in The Band of course, had a really interesting late period
in his career after suffering throat cancer.  He made some
wonderful, rootsy, old time country recordings.  I love this
arrangement, especially when the horns let rip towards the end.
Actually it's a song I do myself, when I'm in my other musical guise
doing old-time music.



PW: Nice to see Bob Weir formerly of the Grateful Dead guesting
there. In fact I’m indebted to Arthur (who you know) at my local Old
Time session for introducing me to two artists in the folk/country
genre: Townes Van Zandt - I’d heard of but never listened to. But
also Laurie Lewis is a complete unknown to me. Both brilliant.

Nanci Griffith & Townes Van Zandt - "Tecumseh Valley"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V7_oQU2vuUQ

Laurie Lewis "Who Will Watch The Home Place"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KDaEjoD0cqM

BP: Ah, yes, we used to do that one when I was in the Rocky
Mountain Ploughboys – playing melodeon in a band doing
country, blues and bluegrass was a nice challenge.  My old
bandmate Dave Pope sings that song really well, and I had
the pleasure of working with the person who wrote it – Kate
Long – at a song workshop in the Appalachians a few years
back.

PW: As I think you know my concertina is tolerated at the Old Time
session Dave Pope hosts - the reasoning being it makes less racket
than a melodeon!

But seriously I do find it an interesting technical challenge to play
American music on the English concertina - the difficulty I think  is
something to do with the attack and decay of the notes.

Any comments CW readers?

Now in America  CONCERTINA means something different…

Jersey Polka Richie Twirl - at the Annual Twin Cities Polish
Festival
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eIR1X7c0sZs

PW: Difficult to separate the tune title and the band there…
Wikipedia would have me believe that’s a Chemnitzer. Have you
come across one of these beasts Brian?
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BP: I've seen one or two but never tried to play one – it looks quite
hard just because of the size of the thing!  Be careful what you say
about the word 'concertina' in North America, though, Paul.  There
are plenty of good anglo, duet and English instruments and players
out there, and not a few morris sides dancing to anglos.

BP: Well we heard some Polish music there, even though it was
from the diaspora community in the USA.
I'm going to make a tenuous Northern European connection with
that, and head now to Finland.  I met this fellow on the continent at
a melodeon workshop as well.  One of the best box players
technically that I've ever seen... lovely touch.  His mandolin
accompanist Petri Hakkala is really tasty as well.  Markku has done
a lot of very valuable work bringing the repertoire of the old
musicians from the Finnish countryside to light.  They take their
traditional music very seriously over there – he's done a lot of work
for the Sibelius Institute.

Markku Lepistö: La Vals a Silia
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xv7N6akvLNY

PW: So for traditionalists - here’s a “proper” concertina! A cracking
French dance tune by Philippe Plard. “Zelda” played by Jody
Kruskal on a G/D dipper Anglo concertina.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XHe1z98sBC8

Your next choice Brian?

Hedningarna: Joupolle
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KgT7rbrwN0I&spfreload=1

BP: I'm going to drag you back to Scandinavia now.  Hedningarna is
(or was, are they still going?) a Swedish band that got together with
some Finnish singers.  I came across their music in the 1990s when
Nick, who used to be in charge of the folk music section at Decoy
Records in Manchester, told me I would love them.  I did – I miss
that kind of enthusiastic guidance from a specialist record shop.
They played music that sounded very old and very new at the same
time, mixing antique instruments and vocal styles with what were
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then state-of-the-art electronics and beats.  Their CD 'Trä' is one of
my favourite recordings ever.

PW: Good to hear some world music (a naff term I know); and now
for your final choice?

BP: We've ranged far and wide musically today, Paul, so I thought
I'd better get back to the concertina.  Here's something a bit
different...

Clown Gobi: Die kleinste Ziehharmonika der Welt
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QqN0Fm_L4PA
PW: Now I’m afraid the bar’s out of Steam Beer Brian. But
you’re in luck to finish, we’ve a jug of “Mountain Dew” by
The Stanley Brothers
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ug8p5pVsj9U

BP: I saw Ralph Stanley play when I was in West Virginia for a
folksong school in 2013.  He was pretty frail, and struggled a bit
with his voice, but when he got going it was great to hear some old
favourites.  It's a privilege to see and hear a real legend performing
right in front of you.

PW: Finally, an encore from Brian: 'Weeping Willow Rag' by Scott
Joplin.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VatDE1SMc4o

PW: Lovely rhythm, Brian. A track which I’ve heard on your latest
CD “Squeezebox, Voicebox” and is already a favourite.

BP: Yes, I worked out my anglo arrangement partly from listening
to piano versions, then I got the trickier chords from a score for four
violas that I managed to track down online.  It took me about seven
years to get all four parts of the rag ready for public performance!

NOTE TO CW READERS:
For this feature we have an unlimited budget and can feature
artistes from any area/decade! If you have any requests for the
VIRTUAL FOLK CLUB, please let the editor know.   PW <>
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INTERNET VIDEO JUKEBOX 8
With DJ Paul Walker

To hear the music, paste the links into your browser - or:

For speedy access:   Go straight to the ICA web site where
Michel van der Meiren, our ace Webmaster, has turned the hyper-
links (the gobbledygook bit) into a  stunning TV-like  slideshow. Ex-
cellent work, Michel.

Santa Claus Is Coming to Town on  Anglo German concertina.
Featuring Japanese playerToru KATO - currently well known to
FaceBook readers.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3JrFFT_XYmo&list=PL6QLFvIY3
e-mQtbEUYf2904n5FzR82bfI

Beginner Concertina Free Lesson No. 1 of 3 - with Edel Fox from
OAIM.IE Tutorials - Anglo film plus graphics. A generously timed
lesson from one of the young stars of Irish traditional music and a
tutor at last year’s Swaledale Squeeze.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=axi6TrtNd_4

                 2014                          30  ver.
        Valentine Women’s Association – concertina, bongos and
mobile phone plus Meiji chocolate bar! A delightfully wacky Japanese
TV advert.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BhuvDiHg5tc&list=PL6QLFvIY3e
-k2QL5xtDObcbl9rvKav8K3

Concertina maker Bob Tedrow -
has been making concertinas, a bellows driven free reed instrument,
in his Homewood, Alabama shop for 10 years. He has the
instruments for sale in the USA and 7 foreign countries. I saw a 2nd

hand C/G of his for sale on the net for 2K.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SCcMJ-4LODw

Aoibheann Queally (concertina), Pamela Queally (fiddle). Irish
music -  “The road to Miltown Malbay” – reels - August 1st 2013
Playing in the roadside tavern, Lisdoonvarna. Teenage sisters
demonstrating that in Ireland at least, young players are attracted
to playing the concertina.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M4RnjuIT6pI

Alternative Radio - Concertina Ballerina (First Night, 1986)
Alternative Radio won the 1982 'Battle of the Bands' held at the
Empire Theatre in Liverpool. The competition had a panel of judges
including: Noddy Holder (Slade), Mick Khan (Japan), Roy Wood (The
Move & Wizard), Angie Bowie and representatives from Melody
Maker and NME. Not folk music, but an interesting insight into how
our beloved instrument is regarded by the public.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BYToBlm_3-A

Chemnitzer Concertina Polka Jam session at the White Oak
American Legion 2008. The Chemnitzer described as bi-sonoric by
one of its players - “diatonic”? Alternative description: a large
overweight cousin of the Anglo?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JdBMnywG_N4

“Hans Wurst Polka” - Wonderful music – A Chemnitzer Concertina
Duet: playing together! Jerry Minar and Dale Pexa on the
concertinas. Jimmy on the banjo! Plus a great piano player and a
wonderful drummer!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5nyXCQaZ1UU

The Chemnitzer conventions look a whole lot of fun with players of
all ages.

Readers: please share your YouTube links of concertina
players of any genre with the editor. <>
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About ‘double bass’ concertinas
Johan de With

Wheatstone’s ‘bass’ concertinas have as their lowest note a C, two
octaves below middle c. The instruments extending lower than that
are called ‘double bass’ or ‘contrabass’.
The compass of the latter seems to be varying. Still extant
Wheatstone pricelists mention, as far as I could find out, the
Double-Bass for the first time about 1915, but without giving a
compass. There is only a remark: ‘Basses and Double-Basses,
according to requirements, also Concertinas of the Compass of the
Piccolo, all Clarionets, Bassoon, etc., made to Order.’
Nevertheless Grove’s Dictionary of Music and Musicians of 1900
states, that its compass is an octave lower than that of the Bass,
which means, according to Grove’s: from C1, three octaves lower
than middle c, to c2, one octave above middle c (4 octaves total).
The Encyclopedia Britannica of 1911 mentions the same upper note,
but has as lowest note an E1, a major third higher than Grove’s
says.

A correspondence with Dave Elliott yielded the information that he
personally has never seen a concertina going lower than G1 (still a
third higher), and that I was only the second person ever in his life
to use the name ‘Double-Bass’ for a concertina. In band circles such
an instrument is called ‘full bass’ or ‘G-bass’, he wrote. But often the
G1# is tuned down to F1.
It seems very logical, too: the lowest note of the treble is a g, that
of the tenor c; baritone: one octave lower than treble (G), bass one
octave lower than tenor (C); so: ‘double-bass’ one octave under
baritone again: G1.
But why, then, did the Encyclopedias (and Al’fred Mirek in Russia,
perhaps as a result of that) give other compasses? Maybe the E1 can
have seemed logical because that is normally the lowest pitch of the
stringed contrabass. And the C1, perhaps, because the bass
concertina could be used for cello parts, and the stringed ‘double
bass’ often was used ‘doubling’ the cello one octave lower. Even
Allan Atlas mentions (in his book ‘The Wheatstone English
Concertina in Victorian England, p. 26) the low C1 as the bottom
note of the ‘contrabass’, as he calls it. Against his custom he does
not mention a source for that. Does he rely on Grove’s, or has he
seen an instrument with such a feature?
Have such concertinas really ever been produced?
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Of course I am eager to know when Wheatstone’s firm made its first
‘Double-Bass’.
The possibility of low-sounding concertinas is mentioned already in
the 1844 patent, and a bass is used in concert in the same year by
a quartet (see Allan Atlas, The Wheatstone English Concertina in
Victorian England, p.52). But the first Double-Bass I was able to find
in the Wheatstone ledgers was made in the autumn of 1876. In this
page of the ledger (‘Oct to Dec 1876’) all the numbers are in the
193.. range: regularly, from 19374 to 19391 (the ‘193’ is only
mentioned with the first instrument of the page), but strangely
enough between ...76 and ...77 comes the ‘Double Bass’ with the
number 00.  That is doubly remarkable, because the serial number
19300 is also mentioned on the ‘April to June 1876’ page, neatly
directly after 19299, as a ‘Baritone Steel Special plain’. Could that
mean that the ‘Double Bass’, made a few months later, really has
been given the number 00, perhaps as the first of the ‘Double-Bass’
kind?
If that is true, Charles Wheatstone himself cannot have seen it,
because he died almost exactly one year before.
If that date is correct, that means that another enigma arises: the
Musical Times of August 1876 mentions a concert organized by
Richard Blagrove where treble, tenor, bass and double bass (my
italics) concertinas were played. Perhaps Lachenal had built such
instruments already before Wheatstone’s firm did so?

Once again, there remains a question for me:
Has anybody ever seen a ‘Double-Bass’ concertina, older than
from October 1876, or with lower pitches than G1 (eventually with
the G1# changed to F1)? Or has somebody a definite proof that such
concertinas have existed or even still exist?      <>
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Arran Concertina Event, Kilmory Hall, Prestwick
30-09-2016 to 02-10-2016
Helen Graham

The Arran Concertina event is a relaxed and informal gathering of
concertina players of all abilities, and anyone else who is concertina-
tolerant. Other instrumentalists and non-players are welcome. The
cost of the event is inclusive of accommodation (if required), use of
facilities and meals/tea/coffee.
The main feature of the programme is that there is no programme!
Themes and groups will depend entirely on the wishes and abilities
of those taking part. This may or may not include “workshops” on
Arran-related tunes, song accompaniment, playing for dance, choice
of material, particular styles of music or basic
harmony/theory/instrument maintenance. A egular and popular
feature is the concertina band, for all systems and all abilities.
Please let me know if you are interested and I will arrange to send
music files (dots and soundfiles) to you in advance.
Participants arrive on the Friday afternoon to check into the lodge at
5pm. In the evening there will be a relaxed jam session/singaround
at our bunkhouse base, and the programme for the weekend will be
finalised. Saturday and Sunday are devoted to informal workshops
on themes and subjects suggested and led by the participants. The
weekend is rounded off with a trip to a local open folk session on
Sunday afternoon. Check-out time is 10am on the Monday morning.
Due to constraints of space in the dining room the maximum
number of participants is 23, so please book early to avoid
disappointment. <>
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Denis Slater
28th January 1923 to 6th December
2015
Pete Mac
I am very sad to report that Denis Slater
died on 6th December 2015 aged 92. Denis
was in the RAF servicing planes in Berlin
during the Berlin Airlift.  After leaving the
RAF Denis became a primary school
teacher.  Denis started playing the
melodeon in 1980 and the Anglo concertina
soon afterwards, and played in the Spike
Island Band. With his late wife Jean, Denis
was active in Wessex Area of the Camping & Caravanning
Club "Folk Group" in the 1980's, before moving up to
Market Drayton where they were members of the North
West Area of the Group.  At Easter Meets Denis ran a
melodeon and Anglo concertina workshop for a number of
years encouraging lots of newer players, and also led the
music for the maypole dancing workshop.  Denis and Jean
enjoyed playing in the evening bands and Denis was
always keen on an impromptu music session when the
opportunity occurred, playing tunes from memory.  Denis
and Jean were also very involved for many years with a
Folk Camp at Zeilitzheim in Bavaria.  On retirement they
moved to St Ives in Cambridgeshire where they became
involved with Home Counties Area of the "Folk Group",
often out in their little Eriba caravan. Denis played in the

local Haslingfield Folk Dance Band,
and with Chiltina Concertina Group
(Chiltinas) near Bedford.  We have
lost a very good friend, and
condolences go to Denis's six
children, their children and
grandchildren.
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The Endeavour – Greg Trice Tune Book

Hedingham Fair

Paul McCann

A new offering from Colin and Karen Cater at Hedingham Fair, this
book’s main content is 24 tunes composed by Greg Trice.

Greg was best known locally as a fine piano-accordion and duet
concertina player, who played first with Chelmsford Morris, and then
with the well-known ceilidh band “Lumps of Plum Pudding” in the
early 1970s.  Unfortunately I never knew Greg, as by the time I
moved to Essex and joined Blackmore Morris in 1976, Greg had
already moved away, and he spent the rest of his sadly short life
(he died in 1993) in various far-flung places.

As well as a total of 27 tunes, this attractively produced little book
contains some introductory comments about the source manuscript,
and just over eight pages of illuminating biographical notes about
Greg and the local folk scene at the time, written by Colin, who was
also a member of “Lumps”.  Most of the tunes are reproduced in
Greg’s own handwriting.  The tunes themselves reflect Greg’s
inquisitive and eclectic musical nature: tunes in various keys (A flat
minor, anyone?) and various time signatures (11/8, for example!),
with quirky titles such as Time for Elevenses (that 11/8 tune) and
The Shit House Door (apparently the basis for a string bass!).
There’s a hint of Northumbrian pipes about some of them, and you
may recognise odd phrases as echoes of other tunes.  The style is
sort of traditional, but with a twist.  Although some of them are very
challenging, any melody instrument player will be able to get
something from this book, and find tunes to play and enjoy.  You
don’t have to play the duet concertina, but it definitely helps!

If you want to hear the tunes played as they should be, look no
further than the excellent CD issued last year by Mick and Sarah
Graves, which complements this publication.  Offered as a set at
  15 the pair, they represent very good value.  The CD will continue
to be available on its own from  and the book alone sells for £8.50
from Hedingham Fair.

www.hedinghamfair.co.uk        <>
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Minutes of the Annual General Meeting of the International
Concertina Association held at the Ouseburn Farm, Newcastle
on 2016 April 16
Roger Gawley with assistance from Colin Whyles

The meeting opened with a one-minute silence for members who
had died since the last AGM: Bob Bellas, Cecil French, Jim Briggs,
Geoff Thorp and Denis Slater. We noted that Henk van Aalten, who
was not an ICA member, had also died recently.

Apologies for absence were received from: Catherine Crawford,
Geoff Crabb, Geoff Wright, Jackie Ellis, Jeremy Hague, Jon
McNamara, Mat Curran, Michel van der Meiren, Mike Wild, Pauline
de Snoo.

Present: Alex Wade, Alistair Anderson, Ann Coulter, Barbara
Given, Carolyn Wade, Colin Whyles, David Coulter, David Wilson,
Gill Noppen-Spacie, Graham Heffernan, Helen Graham, Martin
Henshaw, Mike Noppen, Patrick Gilbert, Paul McCann, Paul Walker,
Penny Bibby, Phil Graham, Richard Burton, Richard Heard, Roger
Gawley, Ruth Flint, Viv Heard.

Alistair Anderson delivered his Presidential Address:

“Thank you all for coming and being so enthusiastic and joining in
with such commitment this morning. It is good to see so many
people teaching concertina.

Here in The North, there has been some whole-class teaching,
mainly by Emily Ball, which has been great. Going into schools
where kids have no experience of the concertina or sometimes of
music at all. The entire class has a go. This lasts for a term or two,
but sadly no longer than that and they move them on to something
else. This scheme used to be countrywide but this was the only area
that did concertinas.

There still is a problem of the difference between a starter
instrument and a good concertina. Jenny Cox in her school near
Bristol had a collection of very ordinary concertinas. Her kids made
real progress because they could keep the instrument for three
years. Some parents decide to buy a better instrument, sometimes
a spectacularly better instrument.
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We need to think whether there is some process for getting them
better instruments. Many of us have instruments that could be
reconditioned.

Some of us are playing instruments worth three thousand pounds
because the demand for them exceeds the supply. They will lose
value unless there are significantly more players to pass them on to.
Concertinas were cheap in the 50s and 60s because no bugger was
playing them. We need a stepping stone between the very cheap
instrument and the top priced ones. This will help to keep the top-
end makers in business.

The reason that so many hand makers across Europe are building
great button boxes is that there are stepping stones. A lot of people
play.

We need to do something which might mean taking an instrument
that you have got and lending it. Alistair will lend a couple.

Whatever else you do, just keep playing.”

Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on 2014 October 18 at Reydon
Present: Gill Noppen-Spacie, Jon McNamara, Mike Noppen, Roger Digby, Jean Crabb,
Geoff Crabb, Martin Henshaw, Jeremy Hague, Roger Gawley, Colin Whyles.
The meeting opened with a one minute silence for members Brenda Pilcher, Howard
Rosenblum, John Brydon, JSD Middleton, Kevin Davis, Ron Marks, who had died since
the last AGM.
1. Apologies for absence were received from Mike Wild, Geoff Wright, Helen  Graham,
Phil Graham, Pauline de Snoo, Paul McCann, Michel van der Meiren, Steve and Mary
Dickinson, Suzanne Higgins, Bob Harvey.
2. Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on 2013 May 17 at Grinton Lodge.
These minutes had been published in Concertina World 455 and were taken as read.
3. There were no matters arising.
4. Officers' reports.
Chairman
Jon had not produced a written report. He felt that we should organise our projects in
ways that made them more likely to be completed. We should try to bring in
members from outside the committee.
Part of the mission of the ICA is the promotion of the concertina. We need to devise
an overall plan of how to set about this.
Jon expressed the view that things had improved a great deal from his early days on
the committee.
Secretary
We were agreed about the desirability of encouraging young players. Making them
more visible can be helpful. We should return to Alex Wade to see if the video of her
school class can be made available but child protection may defeat us.
Roger apologised to Jeremy for trespassing over the David Cornell/Lesley Henniker
arrangements and recordings. Jeremy said that his involvement was slight. Everyone
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was clear that we could only make out-of-copyright material available. We needed to
ensure that Lesley, David and Michel, the ICA webmaster were in proper contact over
this.
Newsletter editor
Jon described the "old" mechanism for getting Concertina World into the mail which
had lead to delays in the past.
Starting from CW#457, we had used a service that printed, packed and mailed the
newsletter from a PDF file. This had actually saved costs because the printer was able
to use franked mail.
Although there were some problems with readability of the Music Supplement, the
result was a high-quality magazine delivered on time with less effort by members of
the committee. Unfortunately, that printer went out of business shortly afterwards.
CW#458 used a different printer, with less glossy paper and Pauline made some
changes to the way the music was set. The result was a slightly less glossy magazine
but still a high-quality result delivered on time.
Roger Digby asked when we had last examined the option of an online newsletter
bringing postal costs to zero. Martin Henshaw said that placing it on the website
would require some form of password protection.
Roger responded that many organisations circulate information by email.
We agreed that this was an idea to which we would return in the future.
Librarian
There had been no requests for music from the library for six to eight months.
Jeremy thought that we had saturated the market for the present.
He felt that one good feature of the ICA library is that it is seen as a good final
resting place for bequests.
He had been greatly heartened by meeting about twenty Japanese concertinists being
taught by "this extraordinary musician". They had visited England with about one
month's notice. With help from Valmai Goodyear, Jeremy had been able to arrange a
concert in Lewes.
Geoff observed that many people have printed music that they do not know what to
do with but are reluctant to dump it. The really important thing was the
arrangements.
Jon said that he was very interested in music hall material.
Membership Secretary
Martin said that there can be a delay of up to six weeks in paying in cheques of new
members. They go onto the membership database at once. We had 329 members to
date.
Roger Digby asked what proportion of the membership was resident in Ireland.
Martin thought about 6%. Roger found this extraordinary and offered to take
promotional material to the next Irish gathering. Geoff also offered to distribute flyers
and membership forms.
Martin suggested that Chris Algar would be a good channel for distribution.
Colin suggested a downloadable flyer on the website. Roger Digby commented that
this would look better if professionally produced.
Treasurer
Paul McCann had sent his apologies. Jon summarised his report.
Webmaster
Michel had had his own problems and had had to remake the website using
wordpress. The site was looking good now.
5. Election of oficers
Secretary  Roger Gawley
Proposed  Jon McNamara
Seconded  Mike Noppen
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Newsletter Editor  Pauline de Snoo
Proposed  Roger Gawley
Seconded  Jon McNamara
Membership Secretary  Martin Henshaw
Proposed  Mike Noppen
Seconded  Roger Digby
Webmaster  Michel van der Meiren
Proposed  Gill Noppen-Spacie
Seconded  Roger Gawley
Treasurer  Paul McCann
Proposed  Jeremy Hague
Seconded  Martin Henshaw
Librarian  Jeremy Hague
Proposed  Geoff Crabb
Seconded  Colin Whyles
There being no other candidates, all were declared elected subject to ratification since
the meeting was inquorate.
6. Election of other committee members
Paul Walker
Proposed  Pauline de Snoo
Seconded  Martin Henshaw
Gill Noppen-Spacie
Proposed  Bob Harvey
Seconded  Gill Noppen-Spacie
Suzanne Higgins
Proposed  Martin Henshaw
Seconded  Jeremy Hague
Jon McNamara
Proposed  Gill Noppen-Spacie
Seconded  Roger Gawley
Colin Whyles
Proposed  Martin Henshaw
Seconded  Jon McNamara
All declared elected with the same proviso.
7. Election of auditor
There was one nomination: John Wild, proposed Jon McNamara, seconded Roger
Gawley
8. Resolutions
There was one resolution that "The ICA wishes to record its gratitude to Allan Atlas
for editing Papers of the International Concertina Association over a decade".
This was carried unanimously.
The forthcoming issue, PICA 10, will be the last. There should be a permanent record
of PICA on the website. Jon said that later issues exist as PDF files so it would be
easy to catch up. It may be necessary to scan some of them.
9. Roger Digby shared some thoughts on PICA and a possible successor.
Roger asked whether there is a place for a serious academic publication on
concertina-related material? He thinks that there is. PICA was structured around
annual publication. This is a form of tyranny. He proposed an online space where
articles could be published as they become available. It is important to gain clout
without an academic background. Roger felt that the ICA was up to this challenge. It
was resolved that the committee plus Roger Digby should produce a form of words
that can appear in PICA10.
10. Ambassadors to promote the ICA
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At present, Valmai Goodyear and  Jenny Cox act as ICA ambassadors. We resolved to
try to recruit other well-known people to act in this role.
We aim to produce a high-quality printed leaflet. There should be a downloadable
copy on the ICA website so that any member going to a meeting could run off copies.
11. Any other business
Jon read out this  message from  Jackie Gribble:
I've been very disappointed by the lack of sheet music in recent copies of "Concertina
World" and hope that you have plans to include more music in the future. I have
really enjoyed the selection of tunes previously and over the years have found the
magazines a very good source of material. Several of the tunes are now in my
regular repertoire when playing for bookings. Please could you raise this subject at
the AGM and put forward my proposal that the music supplement is reinstated as an
independent publication?
The decision to print the music supplement at A5 size was taken to reduce the costs
of Concertina World plus Music Supplement. When we moved to a "print and post"
system, the main aim was to reduce delay in getting the publication out but there is
also a cost saving but it does require the music supplement to go in the middle of the
magazine. You can remove it with care. PDF versions of the music supplement can be
sent on request and members can print them at any size. The natural size is A4.
The feeling at the meeting was that this arrangement should satisfy all needs
although Jackie or any other member could make further representation.
Geoff Crabb asked about the Concertina Nomenclature document. Several members
had approached him to ask about the purpose of it and whether it represented good
value for money to the ICA.
It was not very clear without diagrams and terminology is far from universal.
There is a separate issue in that it only describes traditionally-constructed
instruments and offers no insight into the hybrid instruments that many new players
are using.
Roger Digby pointed out that it could be read as ICA endorsement for one repairer.
The meeting agreed that this had not been the intention but that the ICA should be
careful not to be seen to be endorsing any particular repairer.
Jon gave notice to the AGM that the ICA constitution needed to be revisited.
Colin Whyles asked whether the ICA is a charity. Colin is involved with Suffolk Poetry
Society. They are rewriting their constitution in order to become a charity. This opens
doors for funding. Gill pointed out that funding is not an issue for ICA at the moment.
The meeting passed a resolution of thanks to Gill and Mike for tea and coffee
and biscuits. Also thanks to Roger Digby for his contributions to the meeting
and his talk in the morning.                             End of minutes of 2014 AGM

Chairman's Report  Jon McNamara
About ten years ago, by a somewhat dubious means the committee
managed to get a new constitution accepted by the membership -
one in which the creation of a "Chairman" was permitted. To avoid a
small problem at the time - the chairman was to be selected from
the members of the committee elected at the AGM. How suitable
this is for the ICA now I do not know - but I'll be the first to admit
that the "new" constitution is hardly "fit for purpose" - though it has
managed to bring us through the last ten years. So much has
changed in ways of communication that some modernisation is
urgently required.
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As to my contribution over my Chairman years - it's been fun and
very much a pleasure see so many aspects of the Association
improve with a number of new officials arising to cover the different
jobs and to watch as the tasks have been polished up and become
more efficient. Personally I didn't do very much except occasionally
encourage.  However, the secretary (Roger) has more often than
not produced minutes of meetings - eventually! Jeremy has herded
the music in the library in to a reasonable shape, Paul (MC) is
wonderfully efficient with the accounts such that we know at any
time, to the penny how our funds are. Martin Henshaw is our
membership secretary (a new post) and keeps track of anyone and
everyone who joins the ICA, Michel has created for us not just a
website but a really excellent website. The greatest change has to
be to the Association magazine - which Pauline has turned in to a
polished publication arriving through our doors on a regular basis -
even organising the packaging and postage to happen
automatically. In fact, everything is running so smoothly that there
is nothing for me to muck up any more - so, I'm more than happy
to step back and let a new chairman build on all that the committee
has accomplished in spite of my chairmanship.  So - Good Luck for
the future.

Secretary´s Report   Roger Gawley

I became Secretary at a meeting in Kent longer ago than I care to
remember. Much has changed over the years. Minutes used to go
out in the post, now they are all done by email. The ICA is now on
the second incarnation of its website. Rather than wallow in
nostalgia, I want to look forwards. Advertising this meeting caused
some reflection. Where are the concertina players? Facebook?
Twitter? ICA website? Email? Newsgroups? Concertina.net?

I guess that they are all over the place and that makes it hard for
us. I hope that we can make some time at the AGM to discuss these
questions although there is a risk of asking those who did come why
the others did not.

And I want to play a tune called “The Ouseburn” if we have enough
time.

Roger observed that there was a gap of more than a year between
AGMs. The AGM used to be held in November. The committee were
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divided over the best time of year for the meeting. He said that the
meeting in Reydon had been a very good meeting although thinly
attended. He invited questions.

Gill said that it gave us a chance to meet new people including Colin
Whyles who joined the committee.

The meeting had not been quorate and the minutes describe the
elections as “subject to ratification”. No ratification had taken place.

Richard Heard proposed from the floor that this meeting should
ratify the elections retrospectively. Although constitutionally
dubious, this was put to the meeting and agreed unanimously.

Paul Walker asked how far above our quorum we were. Martin
responded that we had 278 paid up members. The quorum was 5%
equating to 13.9 members. We had 21 members present. Alistair
said the EFDSS with a membership of about three thousand get
about the same turnout to an AGM. This one looks pretty good.

Paul Walker wondered whether we should consider adjusting the
rule on the quorum. Mike Noppen recalled that the rules were
historical and had proved difficult to change. We had been two short
on an EGM to change the rules. He suggested a postal vote for any
future rule change.

Paul McCann asked if the meeting wished the committee to look at
the question of quoracy. The meeting was strongly in favour of
changing the rules to reflect the international nature of the
association. It therefore empowered the committee to change the
constitution as they saw fit to meet the present situation.
Postal/email voting on the constitution should be considered. It is
not realistic to expect overseas members to travel to an AGM.

Treasurer's Report

Had been published in Concertina World 465.

The accounts have now been signed off by the auditor. Alistair
commented that the reserves looked very healthy. Most arts
organisations would be pleased to have three month's expenditure
in reserve. We had over three years.
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Membership Secretary's report

Had been published in CW 465. Martin added that membership was
16 from Europe, 35 from overseas, 277 from the UK.

Paul Walker agreed about the international aspect. He mentioned a
Japanese Anglo player on facebook. Perhaps we could make a link
through Concertina World. Alistair asked how long concertinas had
been played in Japan. Paul McCann described the visit arranged by
Jeremy Hague.

Librarian's report

Also published in CW 465. Roger reported that Jeremy was
devastated that another commitment prevented his being at the
AGM.

The library held mainly Victorian arrangements. Most of the easier
ones had already been published in the music supplement.

Martin could produce a breakdown of types of music the members
claimed to play although most of our membership are
silent/invisible.

Richard Heard commented on the need for a confidence bridge to
get out and play in public. We wondered whether there is there a
space in the middle of the big leap that ICA might use?

Newsletter Editor's Report

Also published in CW 465. We noted the points made in it and
resolved to return to them as part of a general discussion.

Election of Officers
The following were declared elected:

Secretary Colin Whyles
Proposed Roger Gawley
Seconded Jon McNamara

Treasurer Paul McCann
Proposed Jon McNamara
Seconded Mike Noppen
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Newsletter Editor Pauline de Snoo
Proposed Helen Graham
Seconded Roger Gawley

Membership Secretary Martin Henshaw
Proposed Paul Walker
Seconded Colin Whyles

Librarian Jeremy Hague
Proposed Martin Henshaw
Seconded Jon McNamara

Webmaster Michel van der Meiren
Proposed Roger Gawley
Seconded Martin Henshaw

Election of other committee members
The following were declared elected:

Gill Noppen-Spacie
Proposed Roger Gawley
Seconded Phil Graham

Jon McNamara
Proposed Colin Whyles
Seconded Mike Noppen

Roger Gawley
Proposed Helen Graham
Seconded Phil Graham

Paul Walker
Proposed Pauline de Snoo
Seconded Roger Gawley

Graham Heffernan
Proposed Gill Noppen-Spacie
Seconded Mike Noppen

Election of Auditor
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The meeting noted that the auditor was not a member of the
committee and upheld the interests of the members.

John Wild
Proposed Phil Graham
Seconded Helen Graham
was declared elected.

Resolutions There was one resolution from the committee: that
Jon McNamara be made an Honorary Life Member. This was agreed
by acclamation.

Any Other Business

Paul Walker asked what we are doing about the sound archives. It
was agreed that the new committee would follow up on this.

Graham proposed formalising the links with the various regional
groups. Paul McCann said that there is no formal process but many
informal links exist. What sort of affiliation process would we want?

Viv Heard asked about asking local group to host the AGM. It was
explained that this had been our usual practice. The last two AGMs
had been unusual in that respect. Also one had been held at Grinton
Lodge, before the Swaledale Squeeze. The next AGM has not been
arranged. We would be pleased to hear from any local group keen
to host it.

Richard asked why WCCP were so large. Gill put it down to
Sidmouth Folk Festival where they had run workshops for many
years. Phil suggested it was a regional thing. Alistair believed that it
was down to the activities of Jenny Cox and a couple of  people over
many years. This started long before Sidmouth and built up
gradually. Then they went to the Sidmouth Festival. You only need
one or two people thinking about what works where they are. Jenny
and co are getting no younger. They put a lot of effort in but we do
not all have that much time. It is a case of deciding what works in
your area. There is nothing intrinsically different about the West
Country.

Paul mentioned drop-in events and pointed out that ICA had given
some sponsorship to WCCP last year to help continue the Sidmouth
drop-in as a free event to the public.
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Alex (who had been a tutor with WCCP at Kilve recently) said that
she had noticed that the band was very strong, attracted people and
raised standards. Junction 25 Band are entering competitions and
winning them. They are practising regularly and getting better.
Something to aspire to. Entering competitions provides motivation
which is lacking for many people.

Alistair observed that youth groups of any instrument all expect to
get better. They put the work in and they improve. It is not always
the same for adults. The social thing of being in a band really helps.

Phil pointed out that as members of a group improve, it can become
harder for newcomers to join. Alistair mentioned that some folk
clubs publicise gentle tunes in advance.

Richard Burton observed that the relationship between ICA and local
groups was unclear. Group improvement is a problem for cycling
groups too. We need to explore how to drive that relationship a bit.

Martin said that most groups are much smaller than WCCP. Driving
force for him is the need for ten people to play multipart music
properly.

Paul W returned to Pauline's report and how to attract new
members. He asked Paul M about WCCP sweeteners. Paul M
confirmed that membership fee was returned as discount on a
residential weekend.  Paul W wondered whether ICA could do
something similar. As these are different funds it is unclear how to
manage this.

Roger offered a personal sweetener: he will buy a drink for each of
the first ten ICA members to approach him at Swaledale.

Richard Heard asked about free membership to children. Martin said
that we charge £4.50 at the moment. Ruth mentioned university
students.

Alex pointed out that recruiting ICA members is not the same thing
as encouraging people to play the concertina. Members need more
attractive offering. Young players are not interested in a newsletter.
Presently, membership offers the newsletter and access to the
library. Maybe we could offer access to tuition videos. Or workshop
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days; things that will help them to learn. Newsletter is interesting
but of limited interest to younger players.

Phil commented that the Music Supplement used to be an attractive
thing. People said that it justified their subscription. Asked what had
gone wrong, he said that it was less useful in the middle of the
magazine and there was not as much as there used to be. Members
used to contribute tunes.

Alex commented that tunebooks were readily available and that
websites like thesession.org offered thousands of tunes. Phil
observed that most of those were not oriented to the concertina.

Phil said that there seemed to be even less music in the March
issue. Paul W said that is was an unusual issue. Ruth commented
that we want the members to feel that they are getting value for
money.

Paul W said that he had had some involvement in the Music
Supplement. It could be very hard work finding material that was
copyright-free and interesting to the membership. Paul also asked
for views on the size of the music font used to set the notation. As
far as there was a conclusion, it was that music should be set for an
A4 page and photoreduced if necessary.

It was suggested that music might be printed at A4 but folded and
stapled in the middle of Concertina World.

Roger removed his chairman's hat to say that he did not want tunes
on paper: he wanted PDF files. Paper gets lost, files can be stored,
printed if needed or viewed on whatever device is to hand. The
committee have discussed more than once how to do this without
giving away our treasure. We need to revisit the subject. Paper in
the middle of CW may be useful to draw a tune to your attention but
if a tune seemed attractive, he would fetch the file and play it off
the screen where it could be made a large as desired.

However, several members said that the first thing they did when
the magazine came through the door was to flip it open to see what
the music was this time.

Martin pointed out that the Newsletter Editor would always email the
music on request.
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Roger resumed the chair to say that the committee had taken on
board that the members would like to restore the music supplement
to its former glory.

Colin was surprised that we had not mentioned the internet much.
What should work for young people is an app that works like a
concertina but tells them what to do. Concertinas are not known,
not sexy, we need to do something different to get them out there.

Alex said that was all true but if you get the instruments out there,
present anything to a ten-year-old in an exciting way, they are
enthusiastic about it. They like doing concerts in front of their peers.
They don't think it's weird, you just tell them this is a concertina
and they like it. The problem is that the instruments they are
playing are rubbish and at the end of ten weeks we take it away and
they don't play it again. They don't know what the concertina is. The
odd pupil comes in a few weeks later and says, “My grandfather
used to play the concertina.” That's quite cool. Alex has not had
many children in four years who did not like it but the project ends.
The benefit of getting functional concertinas to kids is not to be
underestimated.

Colin agreed but said that we are missing many things about the
internet. He does not understand why we do not have an electronic
newsletter. How many people here do not get email? It is nice to
have a paper newsletter, Colin would not say not to have it but
email is much better for instant information on what is going on.

Paul W thought that the ICA had a dilemma in that a good part of
our membership base who pay their subs do not like information
technology. Many other organisations had similar issues. Some
offered two-tier membership, cheaper for paper-free
communication.

Roger took this as a cue to move on to the issues of communication
raised in both the Editor's and the Secretary's reports. Promoting
this AGM had been complicated by fragmentation of
communications. He seemed to be the only person in the room who
remembered rec.music.makers.squeezebox the usenet newsgroup
that was the place to find information about concertinas a few years
ago. The momentum moved to concertina.net which seemed to be
used by a few of those present. Jeremy Hague believed that cnet
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went out of favour when it effectively became unavailable on mobile
devices. The action may have moved to facebook. A significant
number present at the meeting admitted to having seen the picture
of the giraffes although it was less than half of those present.

We asked ourselves whether twitter would have been more effective
especially for younger people. Ruth explained that twitter works like
a constant news stream with constant noise. It is great as a live
news tool but it is not great for the sort of thing the ICA might want.
We should ask Rob Harbron for his metadata to see what impact it
had.

Richard Heard suggested that music might come out as PDF
accompanied by video. Using the internet to present an integrated
package of information.

Alex said that the music supplement gave people dots but that
conveys less than half the information needed to play the tune in an
authentic style. Some kind of recording might make the supplement
much more useful. Paul McCann pointed out that someone has to
produce this.

Our difficulty is in resources. Alex suggested that for every other
newsletter we might approach someone like Alistair or Rob Harbron
(or Alex!) and ask them to take charge of one music supplement
and ask them to contribute audio or video.

Paul M did not disagree with the idea of electronic newsletters but
felt that this would make it easy for members to pass it on to the
world. People would then ask why they should pay a membership
subscription for what others got free.

Alistair thought that we should not worry too much about this. The
number of extra members was likely to exceed any loss. Most
people pay subscriptions to support an organisation that is doing
good work rather than to get their money back. Most members of
the National Trust do not save money by membership.

Colin thought the ICA should have a YouTube channel as well. As we
do have one, we clearly need to publicise it better.

The constitution is not on the website.
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Vote of thanks and close

Roger proposed a vote of thanks to Gill who had set the whole thing
up, Mike and others quietly sorting things at the back, Alistair for
drawing in so many members. This was carried unanimously.

We closed the meeting and spent ten minutes playing Robin Dunn's
tune “The Ouseburn”. While copies were being handed out, Alistair
explained that this comes from the tunebook for the Redheughers
Ceilidh Band often called “Redhoofers”. The name is best known as
that of a bridge across the Tyne but they took it from Redheugh
Library where they started meeting. Redheughers were one of the
very first Folkworks groups, started in 1986. Their leader, Robin
Dunn, is a mandolin player, fiddle player, and fisherman from
Ashington.

This was an interesting exercise in group harmony playing, with
special thanks to the Wade family, but recordings will not be made
available. Some video from the evening concert is available on the
International Concertina Association facebook group and also on
Youtube. <>

Alistair addresses the Meeting >

Alex Wade and Alistair in concert
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West Country Concertina Players

Sun 3rd July 2016
11:00am - 5:00pm Ruishton Village Hall Concertina Day Workshop
                                                                             Committee meeting
July 29th to Aug 5th 2016 SIDMOUTH FOLK FESTIVAL Concertina
                                                                                          Morning Workshops

Sun 4th September 2016
11:00am - 5:00pm Ruishton Village Hall Annual General Meeting
                                                                             Concertina Day Workshop

Fri 21st Oct. to Sun 23rd Oct. 2016 Kilve Residential Weekend
for beginners and

                                                                              post beginners
Sun 6th November 2016
11:00am - 5:00pm Ruishton Village Hall Concertina Day Workshop
                                                                             Committee meeting
Sun 8th January 2017
11:00am - 5:00pm Ruishton Village Hall Concertina Day Workshop
                                                                             New Year Party!
Sun 5th February 2017
11:00am - 5:00pm Ruishton Village Hall Concertina Day Workshop
                                                                             Committee meeting

West Country Concertina Players meet regularly at Ruishton Village Hall, near
Taunton, throughout the year in January, February, June, September, and November.

The Play Days are structured so that there is something for everyone - from the
absolute beginner through to advanced players. There are workshops for all
concertina systems usually run by Club Members and in addition we also have guest
Tutors such as Rob Harbron (English), Andy Turner (Anglo) and Paul McCann (Duet).

The day is designed so that there is time to socialise and share experiences, so much
learning takes place through 'osmosis'. There are opportunities to play together both
in a formal three or four part band and also on a more informal basis at the end of
the day.

Workshops are held from 11:00am when we have refreshments and a social playing
session or presentation until 12 0'clock. We then have workshops, including band
workshops and/or tuition time until lunch. After lunch there is a variety of workshops
for all systems, often with invited tutors.

Tea, coffee and biscuits are provided. The fee for the day is £4.00.

Timings
11.00amCoffee/tea available
11.15amMorning session
1.00pm Lunch
2.00pm Afternoon session
4.00pm Coffee/tea available
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Regional groups with regular meetings

Southern England

Forestinas

A group of concertina players from around the New Forest. We meet on Wednesday
every week, usually at the Greyfriars Community Centre in Ringwood.
New members always welcome.
Contact Richard Lane on 01202 763043 for more details

North-east England

North Eastern Concertina Players
Dave Turner – mail@daveturner.org.uk (01642 588197)
Alan Alden – alan@douglasave.fsnet.co.uk (0191 285 4139)

All meetings 2nd Sunday 2pm till 5pm in Ceddesfeld Community Centre, Rectory
Row, Sedgefield, Co. Durham.

North-west England

Jubilee Concertinas
Angie Bladen   four.fools@virgin.net (01257 263678)
http://www.jubileeconcertinas.org/
Eaves Green Community Centre, Eaves Green, Chorley, Lancashire, UK

Slow and Steady  tune workshops   First Saturday of each month. 2 p.m. to 5
p.m.

Concertina workshops   Second Saturday of each month. 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Yorkshire

Yorkshire Concertina Club
Helen Graham   helen.graham88@hotmail.co.uk
Website: yorkshire-concertina-club.org.uk

Meetings third Sunday of the month. The Yorkshire Concertina Club now meets at the
Corner House, on the corner of Lidgett Lane and Harrogate Road in Leeds.

Royal Concertinas, Dungworth
Mark Davies – edeophone@aol.com
Office: mark.davies@judiciary.gsi.gov.uk (Home 0114 2851479, Mobile 07850
475067)

The Royal, Dungworth, Sheffield. Two meetings a month; one aimed at beginners
and note reading players, and another for advanced players of all systems and styles.
The actual date can be variable so anybody interested in attending needs to contact
Mark Davies.
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West Midlands

West Midlands Concertina Group
Ann Oliver 01564 782104
annoliver@waverider.co.uk

First Saturday in the month, 2 to 5pm. Upstairs at the Plough Inn, 154 Bridgnorth
Road, Wollaston, Stourbridge, West Midlands, DY8 3PD. All welcome. Any instrument
and any standard.

East Midlands

Nottingham and East Midlands Concertina Group
Alan and Rita Davies (0115 926 0297)

Meetings twice yearly.

East Anglia

SqueezEast Concertinas
We are a group of players who meet in the Norwich area once or twice a month, on a
Thursday evening or Sunday afternoon. Members travel from Norfolk, Suffolk and
Cambridgeshire. We  meet on mutually convenient dates in the members’  homes.
Please see our  website or email us for more information – or you can find us on
Facebook.

Sally Barrett   Tel:  01362 858465
Email: squeezeastconcertinas@gmail.com
Website: http://www.squeezeast.org.uk

Home Counties and South-east England

Chiltinas
Jon McNamara   j.f.mcnamara@talk21.com (01279 656664)
Martin Henshaw   martin_h@email.com (01767 627566)
www.chiltinas.org.uk

St. Mary’s Church Hall, Maulden, Beds. All meetings will be on a Sunday between
14.00 and 18.00. Note: some members meet for lunch at a local pub approx. 12.30
before the meeting: To book place at table: email or telephone Jon McNamara
(above)

Concertinas Anonymous
Bryan Creer – Bryancreer@aol.com (01323 505372)

This session is now on the second Tuesday of the month and is in the Elephant and
Castle, White Hill, Lewes BN7 2DJ.  There is a page for it on the Lewes Saturday Folk
Club website http://www.lewessaturdayfolkclub.org/LAFC/concanon.html.
An informal session for concertina players of all systems to learn tunes together,
swap ideas and techniques and maybe show off your party piece in an unpressured
atmosphere.

East Kent Concertina Players
Come join us on the second Sunday of each month at Blean Village Hall nr
Canterbury.
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East Kent Concertina Players meet between 1pm and 5pm and welcome all levels of
playing.

Please email for further information: eastkentconcertinaplayers@gmail.com

Lewes Saturday Folk Club
Workshops (formerly: Lewes Arms Folk Club)

Valmai Goodyear (01273 476757)
valmaigoodyear@aol.com
http://www.lewessaturdayfolkclub.org/

Elephant and Castle, White Hill, Lewes BN7 2DJ. All-day instrument workshops, 10.45
am-4.45 pm The tutor performs in the evening.

Paul McCann
Sessions

pauldmccann@hotmail.com

Monthly music session at The White Hart, Margaretting Tye, Essex CM4 9JX.   Second
Thursday of every month, from 8.30pm.
Concertina players are especially welcome!

West Country

West Country Concertina Players
Chairman: The Club Secretary , 49 Medbourne Close, Blandford, Dorset, DT11 7UA
Phone: 01258 450927
E-mail: jd461@btinternet.com
Website: thewccp.org

The two monthly meetings are held at Ruishton Village Hall, Ruishton, Taunton,
Somerset.
WCCP also holds 2 residential weekends a year, in October and March. These are held
at Kilve Court, Kilve, Bridgwater, Somerset.
The WCCP also organize concertina weekends at Kilve and workshops at Sidmouth
Folk Week.
See the WCCP website for more information.

Yorkshire Concertina Club
Mexborough Meetings
Carolyn Wade
caz@witchhazelmusic.co.uk (01 943 876638)

Milton Hall in Elsecar.

<>



Above: PaulMcCann recital
 Swaledale May 2016

below: The listening to rare music session with
Harry Scurfield enjoying the beautiful weather
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